We studied spin excitations of the non-centrosymmetric Ba2CoGe2O7 in high magnetic fields up to 33 T. In the electron spin resonance and far infrared absorption spectra we found several spin excitations beyond the two conventional magnon modes expected for such a two-sublattice antiferromagnet. We show that a multi-boson spin-wave theory describes these unconventional modes, including spin-stretching modes, characterized by oscillating magnetic dipole and quadrupole moment. The lack of the inversion symmetry allows each mode to become electric dipole active. We expect that the spin-stretching modes can be generally observed in inelastic neutron scattering and light absorption experiments in a broad class of ordered S > 1/2 spin systems with strong single-ion anisotropy and/or non-centrosymmetric lattice structure. Magnons are collective spin excitations in crystals with long-range magnetic order, often investigated by electromagnetic absorption and neutron scattering experiments. Both classical and quantum spin-wave theory of S = 1/2 systems predict one magnon branch in the spin-excitation spectrum for each spin in the magnetic unit cell [1]. This rule about the number of magnon branches is generally accepted and experimentally verified for S > 1/2 spin systems as long as the conventional spin-wave theory applies, requiring that the lengths (i.e., the absolute values of the expectation values) of the spins are preserved in the excited states and only their orientations change relative to the ground-state configuration [2]. However, the picture of one magnon mode per spin in the magnetic unit cell needed to be surpassed in several f -electron compounds with complicated quadrupolar ordering, such as CeB 6 [3] and UO 2 [4].
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Recently, additional spin-wave modes have been observed by far infrared (FIR) spectroscopy [5] and inelastic neutron scattering (INS) [6] in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 , a simple two-sublattice easy-plane antiferromagnet (AF) with S = 3/2 spins [7, 8] . This material has attracted much interest owing to its multiferroic ground state where delicate magnetic control of the ferroelectric polarization [8, 9] and chirality [10] were realized. Moreover, spin waves in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 exhibits giant directional dichroism and natural optical activity at THz frequencies due to the large ac magnetoelectric effect [5, 10] . A recent numerical diagonalization study on finite spin clusters found, besides the two conventional AF modes, additional spin resonances with peculiar optical properties [10, 11] . Nevertheless, the understanding of the unconventional magnon modes and the coupled dynamics of spins and electronic polarization on a fundamental level remained an open issue.
In this Letter, we investigate the spin-wave excitations in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 over a broad photon energy range combining electron spin resonance (ESR) and high-resolution FIR spectroscopy. The largest magnetic field, 33 T, applied in this study drastically changes the antiferromagnetic spin configuration for any field direction, in contrast to former experiments restricted to B dc ≤ 12 T. The orientation of B dc and the light polarization relative to the main crystallographic axes were systematically varied in order to map the field dependence and the selection rules of the modes. We derive a multi-boson spin-wave theory and show that a large single-ion anisotropy plays a key role in the emergence of new magnetic excitations involving the oscillation of spin length, and that the lack of inversion symmetry, a necessary condition for the dc Here we study spin-wave resonances of Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 on high-quality single crystals [8] in the magnetic phase at T = 3.5 K. ESR spectroscopy was performed at 75, 111, 150, and 222 GHz using solid state oscillators, while FIR transmission was measured by Fourier transform spectroscopy over the region of 0.15-2 THz (0.6-8 meV) with a resolution of 15 GHz.
An overview of the spectra for representative directions of the magnetic field is given in Fig. 1 . Two sharp peaks are present in the zero-field FIR absorption spectra at f ∼ 0.5 and 1 THz, in accordance with former studies [5, 10] . The first is assigned to the usual optical magnon branch gapped by magnetic anisotropy of mostly singleion origin. The second is not captured by conventional spin-wave theory, and was shown to respond to both the magnetic and electric component of light and termed as an electromagnon [5] . For B dc along the tetragonal axis as in Fig. 1 (a) and (c), the 1 THz mode shows a V-shape splitting with a double-peak structure on the high-energy side. The double-peak structure is clearly visible when E ω [010] [see the blue curves in Fig. 1(c) ]. The frequency of the 0.5 THz mode slightly increases in low fields [ Fig. 1 (a) and (c)], however, it turns back after an avoided crossing with the lower branch of the 1 THz resonance at
The rotation of B dc from the tetragonal axis to the tetragonal plane affects all the modes drastically ( Fig. 1 ). For B dc [100], the 1 THz mode is again split into three distinct lines. However, they exhibit only a weak softening up to a kink at B dc ≈ 16 T, from where the resonance frequencies start to increase quickly [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The magnon mode at f ∼ 0.5 THz becomes silent with increasing field for both polarization directions in the Faraday geometry (k||B dc ).
An additional low-frequency mode appears in the ESR and FIR spectra when B dc is within the tetragonal plane, breaking the fourfold rotoinversion symmetry of the lattice. This mode corresponds to the quasi-Goldstone mode of an easy-plane AF when B dc = 0. The frequency of this mode is not affected measurably by the orientation of B dc in the plane and follows a linear field dependence down to 75 GHz. Hence, the in-plane anisotropy gap is less than 75 GHz. If B dc is in the tetragonal plane, the number of observed resonances exceeds six in some polarization configurations. Two representative cases are presented in Fig. 1(d) . The 0.5 THz mode suddenly splits into a sharp and a broad feature at B dc = 5 T, while the 1 THz branch consists of at least four resonances. At 12 T, the number of modes is reduced.
As a microscopic model, we consider the Hamiltonian below to describe the S = 3/2 spin Co 2+ ions. Following Ref. 11, we have a large single-ion anisotropy Λ, but we introduce an anisotropic exchange coupling (J and J z ) and neglect the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya term that appeared to have negligible effect on the excitations:
where i, j indicates nearest neighbor pairs, and the x, y, and z axes are parallel to the [110] , [110] , and [001] crystallographic directions, respectively. g xx = g yy and g zz are the principal values of the g tensor, and h α = µ B B dc,α are the components of the magnetic field. We assume a site-factorized variational wave function |Ψ 0 = i∈A |Ψ A (i) i∈B |Ψ B (i) to describe the longrange ordered ground state of two spin sublattices A and B (i is the site index). For example, when B dc [110] and J z /J 4, we get a canted Néel state [16] where the expectation values of spin components are
The two variational parameters η and ϕ A = −ϕ B are determined from the minimization of the energy (X = A, B). We note that η = 1 corresponds to a spin with length smaller than 3/2, the consequence of the on-site anisotropy. This |Ψ 0 serves as a starting point to study excitations: we introduce four orthogonal bosons on each site, denoted by a † ν,X (i), where ν = 0, . . . , 3, so that the variational ground state is |Ψ X (i) = a † 0,X (i)|vacuum . Any product of the operators on a site can be expressed as a quadratic form of the four a bosons and they satisfying the expected commutation relations. The number of bosons on each site is conserved, The spectrum as a function of Λ/J in zero magnetic field and for zero momentum is shown in Fig. 2(a) . It consists of six modes, three for each Co spin in the unit cell. A finite anisotropy reduces the O(3) symmetry of the Hamiltonian to O(2), decreasing the number of zero energy Goldstone modes from two to one.
Let us begin from Λ = 0. Then η = 1 and the a † 0,X creates a spin coherent state with maximal spin length 3/2. In this limit the b ± branches correspond to magnons of the standard spin-wave theory and they are decoupled from the other modes. The c ± and d ± are local magnetic transitions with ∆S W = 2 and 3 corresponding to Zeemann energies 12J and 18J, respectively, in the Weiss field 4 × (3/2)J of the neighboring spins (S W is the spin component parallel to the Weiss field). The c ± and d ± modes are generally silent in neutron, ESR, and FIR spectra, as the magnetic dipolar matrix elements vanish in the imaginary part of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility, Imχ These transitions can only be excited by quadrupolar or higher order spin operators. As we turn on Λ > 0, η increases and the spin length decreases in the Néel ground state [Eq. (2)]. The modes labeled as c − and c + in Fig. 2 are spin-stretching modes, with spin length oscillating in and out of phase on the two sublattices, respectively. Hence c − is excited by the S y spin operator, with a finite weight in Imχ For a large on-site anisotropy (Λ ≫ J, J z ), η → Λ/3J in the leading order and the S z = ±3/2 states are suppressed in the ground state, reducing the spin length to 1. We recover the spectra of isolated spins with single-ion anisotropy: two modes with energies ω/Λ → 0 and four modes with ω → 2Λ, in agreement with Ref. 11 .
From the analysis of the dynamic magnetic susceptibility it follows that these unconventional spin excitations become observable by ESR, FIR, and neutron scattering as soon as the single-ion anisotropy gets significant. Moreover, if the crystal lattice breaks the inversion symmetry, spin quadrupolar and electric dipole (or electric polarization) operators have the same symmetry properties. Thus, a new channel opens to excite these modes as the electric field of the incident light can directly couple to the spin quadrupolar operators, response expressed by the Imχ ee αα (ω) [11] . Indeed, d − and c + modes with only magnetic quadrupol moment are excited this way and remain silent in Imχ mm αα (ω) irrespective of the Λ/J ratio. The dynamical electric susceptibility Imχ ee αα (ω) shows a strong response for most of the modes, as shown in Fig. 2(c) .
Our model describes well the magnetic field dependence of the spin-wave frequencies in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 , see Fig. 1 . From the fit of the experimental data we obtain Λ = 13.4 K, J = 2.3 K, J z = 1.8 K, g zz = 2.1 and g xx = g yy = 2.3. Magnetic field larger than 16 T in the easy plane is strong enough to drive a transition from a canted AF to an almost saturated magnet. This is observed as a kink in the 1 THz modes at B dc ≈ 16 T [ Fig. 1(b) ]. The theory also predicts the onset of fully saturated phase for B dc > 36 T applied perpendicular to the easy plane (along the tetragonal axis), inducing a gap in the Goldstone mode [ Fig. 1(a) The analytical solution of a pure spin Hamiltonian [see Eq.
(1)] enabled us to fully characterize the excited states in terms of spin and polarization dynamics, implying that the electric polarization adiabatically follows the sublattice magnetization vector and does not have its "own" dynamics in the energy range of interest. The motion of the sublattice magnetization and the local polarization in zero field is visualized in Fig. 3 for the Goldstone mode and for a spin-stretching mode. The Goldstone mode is associated with the oscillation of the polarization along the tetragonal axis and has a direct connection with the dc magnetoelectric effect. The spin-stretching mode shows more complex polarization dynamics [23] , e.g., for Λ → 0 the polarization still oscillates even though the magnetic moment is frozen.
Our theory describes the unconventional spin-wave excitations in Ba 2 CoGe 2 O 7 and provides a guide for spinwave spectroscopy in a broad class of ordered magnets with strong magnetic anisotropy and/or a noncentrosymmetric lattice structure. We expect unconventional spin excitations to emerge in the dynamic magnetic susceptibility whenever a large single-ion anisotropy is present in a S > 1/2 system. Moreover, if the inversion symmetry of the crystal is broken, these new modes can have a dielectric response even in the absence of magnetic anisotropy. They should be detected by THz light absorption or inelastic neutron scattering via the induced magnetic and/or electric dipole moment.
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SUPPLEMENT
In this supplement we show in more details the multiboson spin-wave theory. For simplicity, we consider the case when the magnetic field is in the easy plane. For magnetic field perpendicular to the easy-plane the expressions become rather complicated, and the energy of the modes that was shown in Fig. 1 can be obtained numerically.
Bosonic representation of the spin operators
First we introduce the bosons α † m that create the S z = m states of the S = 3/2 spin, i.e. |m = α † m |vacuum . The number of bosons on each site is conserved, m α † m α m = M , and M = 1 for the S = 3/2 spin. Using the four α bosons, the spin operators can all be expressed as quadratic forms, for example
Next, we apply an SU(4) rotation in the space of α † m bosons: 
and analogous expressions hold for the bosons on the Bsites.
Variational solution
In the rotated basis the variational wave functionn corresponds to the a † 
Minimizing the E(η, ϕ) with respect to variational parameters η and ϕ, we get two solutions: (i) canted Néel-state, defined via the following set of equations:
g xx h x = 24η(η + 1) (3η 2 + 1) J cos ϕ.
The spins cant in the direction of the field keeping the η parameter unchanged. The limiting cases for η are
(ii) For high enough magnetic field, the spins in the A and B sublattice become equal and parallel to the field, setting ϕ = 0, and η is obtained from: Λ = (η − 1)(3η + 1) 4η g xx h x − 3(3η + 1) η 2 − 1 3η 2 + 1 J. (11) η → 1 as the field h x → ∞.
While the usual procedure is to solve the equations for η and ϕ, we prefer to express the Λ as a function of η in the following.
where H
